Project Smoke Test

Who is it for?

Develop software for your customers utilising open source code? Want to find out just how compliant that open source code is? Our Project Smoke Test is for you.

Why do you need it?

Modern application development involves risks that span across legal, security and operational paradigms:

- Licence compliance and legal obligations to intellectual property
- Security vulnerabilities contained within components
- Components not meeting your technical and architectural standards

If you supply your software with open source components that haven’t been checked for any of the risks above, you as the supplier are liable. Many companies that operate within highly regulated industries – your potential customers – are becoming more vigilant when it comes to analysing the integrity of the software it uses.

With our Project Smoke Test, we will help you to get a better understanding of what the shipping code for your project comprises. Highlighting any legal, security or operational risks associated with it.

What next?

If you’d like more information about the availability of our Project Smoke Test workshop, get in touch:

What do you get?

In this ½ day workshop we will ‘smoke test’ (within strict parameters) a single project version using Flexera’s renowned open source analysis tool Code Insight.

On our ½ day OpenChain Review Process course you’ll leave with the knowledge and tools needed to implement your own transparent software supply chain.

- You’ll get hands-on experience collating and delivering a bill of materials for prospective customers
- A feel for the size of the risk inherent within a given project
- An understanding of how copyright and licensing issues can affect the value of a project
- Feedback that will give an overview of the licensing of the open source components used in your project, and any security and operation issues identified
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